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does represent, in all probability, the fifteenth-century kings
of Knossos l) represent him as a remote and august person,
the familiar friend of God, a great conqueror, and a just
judge; and yet in spite of these great qualities, the general
tone of the tradition is hostile to him. Tt is partly no doubt
because to the Greeks, among whom our tradition grew
up, he was an alien eonqueror who sacked Megara (or Nisa)
and took tribute of tlesh and blood from. Athens, as well
as having " ruled over many islands and set up his sons
as governors ", Hut it is also, surely, because of his remote-
ness from the ordinary man, which alienates sympathy even
though he might be a better ruler than the Homeric hero
after him*
A study of Minuan art suggests a further reason for the
vulnerability of thai society just at its culminating point.
In the art of " L.M. II n good judges have seen the working
no longer of a steady development, but of shifting fashions,
and the first traces of a perfunctory conventionalism. It is
a serious symptom, Mimmn society has achieved most of
the ideals towards which it has been working. For the
king, and his nobles, far-flung and unrivalled power; for
the merchants, wealth and security; for the artists, wealthy
patrons and almost perfect mastery of their materials and
of the range of subjects conceivable by them. To all these,
life has little more to offer. It is a parlous state to be in,
Man's fancied Ideal of existence is usually a state of rest
and satiety, but in faet he has a crying need of stars to
follow and of reasons for activity of body and mind.
In Whiteheacl's analysisaj "In every civilisation, at its
culmination we should ftnd a large measure of realization
of a certain type of perfection, . * , The culmination can
maintain itself at its height so long as fresh experimentation
within the type is possible. But when these minor variations
are exhausted, one of two things must happen, Perhaps
the society in question lacks imaginative foree. Stalenefis
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